Help Replacing Jet Assembly
I have a 1999 Dimension One diplomat spa. I need to replace a jet assembly which has a hole at the
elbow where it connects to the pvc tubing. What is the process for removing the old one and installing
a new jet assembly? It is one of the larger 4 inch jets at the top.
Depending on the style of spa jet they used there will either be a large nut on the back side of the jet
that would need to be removed in order to get the jet wall fitting out. Some jets however thread into
the jet back from inside the spa. This would require a tool to remove. After the jet face has been
removed there would be two holes or notches that the tool could be inserted in to unthread the jet face
from the jet back.

Jet Replacement
We inherited a Coleman Horizon 400 series spa. How do I go about replacing/repairing a jet? What
kind of tool do I need? Also a flexible plastic elbow from underneath leading to a small jet in the foot
massage area?
Jets that would require a spa jet tool would have a jet back that the wall fitting screws into it from inside
the spa. These type of jets usually have some holes or slots that a tool would fit into to unthread the
wall fitting from the jet back. Other jets that would not require a tool to remove would have a wall
fitting that slips through the hole of the spa and attached with a nut on the back of the spa shell. These
are easily removed by cutting the nut (if the spa is foam filled) and removing the wall fitting. If you
would like to email us digital pictures of the jets as well as the flexible elbow I can help determine which
you have.

Replacement Leisure Bay Jets
I'm hoping someone can help me identify the appropriate replacement jet assemblies for my 1992
Leisure Bay Pro Shield Hot Tub. I am attaching photos of the ‘spinner’ jets in question. Can you
identify?
That was too easy, thanks for the pics! Looks to me like a Waterway Poly jet insert. The part number is
210-6040. You can find this insert on our website by putting the part number in the search box. They are
complete assemblies, just thread them into the valve body.

Jacuzzi Jet Gasket Deteriorating
We have a Jacuzzi J335 and I am noticing the material around /behind the jets is starting to
disintegrate. Is there a way to replace/repair this issue?
It sounds like the gaskets behind the jet bodies are deteriorating. This will be a big job to replace
depending on the jet. Some jets you can unthread the wall fitting from inside the spa but on a Jacuzzi

(but depending on year of spa) the nut on back of jet would need to be removed in order to remove the
jet to replace the gaskets. I believe that the J335 models use the PowerPro jets by Jacuzzi, and parts are
available.

